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INFORMATICS

RÉFÉRENCE: 10978

PUBLIÉ LE: 23.04.2024

JOIN  A  GREAT  TEAM!  Our  client  is  one  of  the  leading  companies  in  Switzerland  in  the  management  of  information
systems.  This  company,  made  up  of  passionate  specialists  in  advanced  IT  infrastructures,  enables  its  clients,  through  its
professional services, to focus on their core business.

We are now looking for an experienced person as:

                         ORACLE DB CONSULTANT (80-100) % - BERN
As main contact for our client’s customers and thanks to your responsible and independent way to manage your activities,
you will  successfully implement the projects you are accountable for.

ACCOUNTABILITIES

Installing,  maintaining,  managing,  and  patching  the  Oracle  Appliance  on  bare-metal  servers  using  virtualization
technology
Migration of databases in on-premises and cloud-based environments
Patching and updating databases. Using Ansible for large-scale patching
Implement and configure HA databases (Data Guard for EE version, dbvisit for SE version, RAC, etc.).
Propose new solutions to meet customer needs (snapshots, container database, etc.)
Implement, configure, and manage database backups.
Restore databases after an incident.
Replicate and move data using various technologies (RMAN duplication, Export/Import Data Pump, etc.)
Data replication, filtering, and transformation with Oracle GoldenGate
Solve database performance problems (study and analyze database performance)
Oracle database management and troubleshooting (user support)
Audit licensing.
Creation of shell scripts as well as SQL and PL/SQL scripts
Development of technical documentation for projects and solutions

YOUR PROFILE 

Superior school diploma in IT sciences
Relevant experience with Oracle database servers
Excellent knowledge and extensive experience of Oracle RMAN backup and restore.
Familiar with Oracle tuning
Knowledge of high availability using DataGuard or Real Application Cluster
Team player
Fluent in German  as well as good English.
Knowledge of Apex and PL/SQL. 

Joining  our  client  means  integrating  a  dynamic  company  labeled  as  a  “Great  Place  To  Work”  with  highly  skilled  experts,
which will  develop your technical knowledge in a very motivating environment.
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Note : If you have any questions or would like to know more about this position please contact Jean-Francois Garcia by Email-
garcia@addexpert.ch or call Tel. +41 58 521 51 75
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